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“...PROVIDING INSIGHTFUL,
THOUGHT-PROVOKING
AND, ABOVE ALL, FUN
EDITORIAL CONTENT.”

What is Blush?
Blush Magazine is for those many,
many readers of romance who want
more than ‘The End’.
It is a digital magazine taking
readers beyond the pages of their
favourite books - to meet their
favorite authors.
It’s not about reviewing books.
There are already more than enough
amazing book bloggers doing that
perfectly well.
No, it’s the first editorial-based
magazine focused solely on the
romance novel industry - interviewing
authors, following trends, delving
into tropes and the many intricacies
specific to the romance genre.
The romance reader community
is highly engaged. And voracious.
Romance is the second largest
category of fiction, outselling science
fiction, fantasy and the classics -

romance readers typically consume
more than one romance novel a
week - more than half of the mass
market paperbacks sold in the U.S.
are romance.
Blush Magazine is giving voice to
these readers, while providing them
with insightful, thought-provoking,
and fun editorial content.
As a monthly publication, Blush
Magazine is completely free for
readers. And we would love to have
you along for the ride.
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Who do we
speak to?
Blush Magazine isn’t just a publication - it is
a digital and social media community. Our
readers want to consume content that is fresh,
relatable and informative.
OUR READERS...
- Gender: 95.7% are female; 4.3% are male.

INSTAGRAM ENGAGEMENT

251 likes - 30 comments
Reach = 1,892 (top post)

- Age: average age is between 35 and 44
years; closely followed by the 25–34 age
bracket.
- 92% of our audience are print readers; 64%
are e-book readers; 35% are audiobook users.
- One-third of readers searched for new
authors in the the past six months.
- Content is listed as a more important
purchase influence than recommendations.

EMAIL NEWSLETTER

Email subscribers = 2,200
Average 37.5% open rate

ROMANCE READERS ARE MORE LIKELY THAN THE
AVERAGE FICTION BUYER TO WRITE BOOK REVIEWS,
AND ADD BOOKS TO ONLINE WISHLISTS.

“LET’S CREATE ENGAGING
AND DYNAMIC CAMPAIGNS
TO PRESENT YOUR BRAND IN
AN AUTHENTIC MANNER.”

Let’s Collaborate!
At Blush Magazine, we love to partner and collaborate with like-minded
brands to create engaging and dynamic campaigns... we like nothing more
than presenting your brand in an authentic and relatable way.
We know how to cut through the online clutter and produce innovative,
integrated content that speaks to our readers. We’d love to hear from you.
Suggestions, comments and ideas are always welcome - touch base via Jen &
Alyssa at hello@blush-magazine.com
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